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Abstract
Wehave studied the breakdown of the integer quantumHall (QH) effect with fully broken symmetry,
in an ultra-highmobility graphene device sandwiched between two single crystal hexagonal boron
nitride substrates. The evolution and stabilities of theQH states are studied quantitatively through the
nonlinear transport with dcHall voltage bias. Themechanismof theQHbreakdown in graphene and
themovement of the Fermi energy with the electricalHallfield are discussed. This is thefirst study in
which the stabilities of fully symmetry brokenQH states are probed all together. Our results raise the
possibility that the ν=±6 statesmight be a better target for the quantum resistance standard.

Introduction

Graphene, a single layer of graphite, has continued to
attract great attention from the scientific and techni-
cal communities due to the rich physics of Dirac
fermions and the great potential for technological
applications [1]. Started from the half-integer and the
four fold degeneracy without symmetry breaking of
spin or valley degrees of freedom, the quantum Hall
(QH) resistance in graphene is expected to be the
series of filling factor ν=±2, ±6, ±10KK., and
those Hall plateaus have been experimentally
observed since 2005 [2, 3]. With the technique of
suspending graphene [4] and transferring graphene
onto single crystal hexagonal boron nitride (hBN)
[5], one can suppress the scattering of carriers from
charged impurities [6] and substrate phonons [7],
resulting in substantially improved carrier mobility.
Symmetry-broken integer QH states and fractional
QH states were soon discovered on the improved
devices [8–15].

Although most of the integer QH and fractional
QH studies have been carried in GaAs/AlGaAs het-
erostructure for its extremely high mobility, similar
studies in graphene have attracted lots of attention
for a variety of reasons including the peculiar band
structure of graphene and the exposure of the two
dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in graphene. One

interesting question has been raised that if graphene
can replace GaAs to be the base of the resistance stan-
dard [16, 17]. The QH effect has been applied on the
resistance unit in the international system since 1990
[18]. However, a redefinition of SI basic units (Kilo-
gram, Ampere, Kelvin and Mole) by 2018 [19]
involves the resistance standard from the QH effect.
Therefore, the metrology of resistance standard,
including a practical (non-SI) definition for increas-
ing potential end users, is getting more and more
important. Various works have proved the uni-
versality and reproducibility of quantum Hall resist-
ance standard metrology in graphene with accuracy
as high as part-per-billion [20–24]. Quantum resist-
ance devices based on graphene have been realized on
graphene grown on silicon carbide wafer [20–26].
More importantly, QH effect can be realized in gra-
phene at room temperature [27], which makes gra-
phene-based QH device a very attractive choice of a
practical resistance definition for routine calibration,
and a potential alternative to replace GaAs based
device in the SI unit definition.

The largest measurement current to which the QH
effect persists is a piece of crucial information for its
application in quantum resistance standard, as a
source-drain current that is too small in magnitude
may limit the resolution of the electrical signal. The
current induced breakdown of QH effect has been
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widely investigated, mostly in GaAs system, and there
are multiple possible explanations [28]. Interestingly,
a latest breakdown study in fractional QH effect could
not be explained with the existing breakdown theories
[29]. Given the special band structure of graphene and
its symmetry, there is no obvious prediction for the
QH breakdown behavior in graphene, and detailed
experimental investigations are necessary. There have
been a handful of QH breakdown studies in graphene
[30–33], but a thorough stability comparison between
all symmetry broken QH states is missing. Currently
most of the effort for understanding the QH break-
down behavior in graphene has been focused mainly
on the ν=±2 state.

In this work, a series of fully symmetry broken QH
states were realized and we studied the stability of QH
states in graphene through nonlinear measurements.
Comparison between the breakdown behavior and the
theoretical models are discussed. Although the
ν=±2 QH states in graphene is commonly studied
for the quantized resistance, we showed that there are
alternative QH states with larger breakdown current at
lowermagnetic field.

Device fabrication and low temperature
measurement

The samples consist of an hBN/Graphene/hBN van
der Waals heterostructure built via a dry transfer
technique adopted from reference [34, 35]. Flakes of
graphene and hBN were mechanically exfoliated onto
SiO2(300 nm)/Si wafers. The number of layers in each
graphene flake was identified by optical contrast and
was later confirmed by quantum Hall measurements.
The thickness of hBN flakes was measured by atomic
force microscopy in tapping mode. A polycarbonate/
polydimethylsiloxane (PC/PDMS) bilayer was used to
transfer graphene and hBN crystals; the heterostruc-
ture was assembled in inert atmosphere [34]; then the
samples were fabricated via standard electron-beam
lithography technique into double-gated field effect
devices with Au/Cr electrodes, using hydrogen silses-
quioxane (HSQ)/PMMAbilayer as etchmask [35].

The final device geometry consists of a Hall-bar
shaped hBN/graphene/hBN stack placed on a highly
doped silicon substrate with 300 nm SiO2. The top
hBN is rectangular shape, and themultiple leads of the
graphene Hall-bar was extended outside of the top
hBN and then covered and contacted by Au/Cr elec-
trodes. Another Au/Cr electrode is deposited above
the top hBN, acting as the top gate electrode. Doped
silicon below the lower hBN and SiO2 layer acts as
back gate electrode (see figures 1(a) and (b)).

The measurements were performed using a stan-
dard lock-in technique at 17 Hz and with small excita-
tion less than 13 nA. The sample was cooled in a
dilution refrigerator (Leiden Cryogenics BV
MNK126-450 system) with a base temperature

<6 mK and a base electron temperature<20 mK. The
temperature labeled in this work is the fridge temper-
ature. The electron temperature in this dilution refrig-
erator was verified by the thermal activation behavior
of fractional quantum Hall states in 2DEG of GaAs/
AlGaAs heterostructures. Above 20 mK, the temper-
ature dependence of the longitudinal resistance of this
measurement system followed the exponential rela-
tionship with the measured temperature. Perpend-
icular magnetic fields were applied to the sample. Hall
resistance Rxy and longitudinal resistance Rxx were
measured through the four-wire configuration from
Hall-bar geometry. The mobility of this device is
2× 106 cm2 V−1 s−1 at carrier density 1× 1012 cm−2

and at sample temperature of 600 mK.

Fully symmetry brokenQHeffect

Figure 1(c) shows the longitudinal resistance Rxx and
the Hall conductivity σxy as a function of back gate
voltage Vbg at 7 mK and 12 T. The carrier density is
tuned by both the back gate and the top gate with a
fixed ratio, to maintain zero perpendicular electrical
field within the 2DEG. A non-zero electric displace-
ment field is generally induced for single gate device
and is theoretically expected to cause the Dirac
fermions in graphene to become massive [36], likely
reducing the mobility and the quantum Hall gap. The
signature plateaus at filling factor ν=−2, −6 and
−10 are well defined with corresponding near-zero
Rxx. The figure 1(c) inset panel also shows the fully
developed σxy plateaus and the distinct Shubnikov-de
Hass oscillations inRxx atVbg=Vtg=0 V.

The σxy plateaus and near-zero of Rxx at other
integer fillings are also developed. In figure 1(c), QH
states from−1 to−11 are shown, which indicate that
the four-fold degeneracy of spin and valley in this
graphene sample has been lifted. The lifting of the
four degeneracy of graphene is only seen in ultra-
high quality graphene samples, and is shown to be
neither spin polarized nor valley polarized in some of
the emerging integer filling factors [11]. The origin of
such spontaneous breaking of symmetry in quantum
Hall states in single layer graphene is likely due to
Coulomb interactions, but it is still under debate
[11, 12]. Recently, it is proposed that some of the
symmetry broken quantum Hall edge states might
harbor Majorana zero modes [37], further pointing
to the importance of understanding such symmetry
brokenQH states.

Previously, after the observation of the normal ser-
ies ν=±2, ±6, ±10, the symmetry broken states
ν=±1 and ν=±3 was quickly observed [8–
12, 14, 15, 38]. However, the observation of the full
integer series (e.g., ν=±1, ±2, ±3, ±4K) [11] and
comparison between the stability of all the QH states
was rare. As shown in figure 1(c), the plateau width of
even filling factor state ν=−8 is not necessary larger
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than some odd filling factor states at 7 mK. All above
indicates that it is necessary to look into the break-
down condition of the full QH sequence. For the
application of graphene QH effect as the quantum
resistance standard, although the ν=±2 states are
stable and well studied, larger filling factors require
much smaller magnetic field and are of great interest
for practical utilization. Note that the electrical con-
tacts to graphene in the electron-doped regime are
better than that of the hole-doped regime, which could

be improved with graphite contacts [39]. Our sub-
sequent discussions are mostly based on data in the
electron-doped regime.

Nonlinear transport of theQHStates in
graphene

At temperature up to 600 mK, fully symmetry broken
QH states can still be observed in this device, as shown

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagramof the hBN/graphene/hBN sandwiched device on a doped silicon substrate. (b)Opticalmicroscope
image of the device, withmultiple contacts in aHall-bar geometry. The channel length l (betweenV1 andV2) andwidthw (betweenV1

andV3) are 4.675 μmand 1.57 μm, respectively. (c)Hall traces as a function of back gate at 12 T. TheHall conductivity is calculated
from the tensor relation ( ( ) )s = +R R w l R ,xy xy xy xx

2 2 2 wherew and l is the channel width and length, respectively. Inset: Hall
traces as a function ofmagneticfield. Black curves: longitudinal resistanceRxx; blue curves: Hall conductivity σxy.

Figure 2.Nonlinear transportmeasurement of graphene at 600 mKand 9 T.QuantizedHall conductivity are plotted as a function of
back gate voltage at different applied dc bias currents, with an acmeasurement current no larger than 13 nA. The plots are stackedwith
a constant offset for clarity. Themidpoints ofQHplateaus shift slightly aswell, indicatingmovement of Fermi energy under applied dc
bias current.
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in figure 2, and the influence of nonlinear transport is
plotted. A small ac current is used for measurement
and a dc bias is applied to break down the QH states.
Compared with dc measurements at different excita-
tions, ac measurement can easily guarantee that all the
data have similar uncertainty. Nonlinear transport has
been widely utilized in the QH breakdown research in
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures [28] and has also been
used in the depinning study of charge density wave in
2DEG [40].

In figure 2, the carrier density and the filling factor
under certain perpendicular magnetic field are tuned
by the back gate only. For the purpose of simulating
the simplest quantum resistance device, our study of
QH breakdown does not involve measurement with
dual gates. When a dc current is added to the source-
drain voltage, the stability of the QH plateaus is affec-
ted and can be observed as the shrinkage of the QH

plateau width in the σxy versus Vg plot. For example,
the ν=−4 and ν=−8 plateaus disappear at
Idc=500 nA.

When a dc bias is applied, several consequences
can cause the breakdown of QH states. Electron heat-
ing [41], delocalization of localized state due to the
Hall field [42], inter-Landau-level scattering [43], elec-
tron–phonon interaction which causes the electrons
to move across the 2DEG [44] and avalanche-type
breakdown of the incompressible regions [45] can all
destroy the QH effect; however, determining the
dominant cause in a particular device has proven to be
challenging. All the above models predict higher
breakdown current with larger sample size, which
agrees with the observations in integer QH effect [28]
and disagrees with a recent work in fractional QH
effect [29]. In short, it is difficult to predict the QH
breakdown behavior in graphene based on the

Figure 3.The relationship between the plateauwidth and thefilling factor (a)widths ofQHplateaus over filling factors are plotted as a
function of filling factor at a dc bias current of 0.1 μA, analyzed fromfigure 2.Dashed lines are the guide to the eyes. (b)The
comparison of theQHplateauwidths atfilling factors |v|=7, 8 and 9.Data#3, 4, 5 are taken by sweeping the back gate only, while
the others are all taken under dual gatesmode. The plateauwidths of#3, 4, 5 have been divided by 2 in order to compare with the
results of the dual gatesmode. (12 T, e−) represents that themeasurement was done atmagnetic field 12 T on the electron side. ‘h+’
represents holes.
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previous experience from GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG, and
more experiments are necessary.

Analysis ofQHbreakdown behavior

In figure 3(a), the plateau widths are normalized by
the filling factor at 600 mK, so that the widths are
compared at the same electron density. A higher
electron density corresponds to a smaller Hall resist-
ance, and thus a smaller heating effect from the bias
current. From the clearly two trends of eye guides in
figure 3(a), one for ν=2, 6, 10 and one for the
others, the stability of different QH states depend on
the Landau level’s energy gap. The normal series
ν=−2, −6 and −10 have larger plateau width than
other states as expected. The red dash line, indicating
plateau width normalized with filling factor,
decreases slower than linear as a function of filling
factor and tends to saturate, which means the plateau
width can increase with filling factor at certain bias
current value. Indeed, the plateau width of the
ν=−6 state is larger than that of the ν=−2 state at
a dc bias current of 9 μA. For a given magnetic field,
the higher the Landau level corresponds to the higher
electron density. At 600 mK, the hysteresis from gate
sweeping only changes the position of the plateau in
Vbg but not the plateau width. Therefore, the enlarge-
ment of the width at high normal filling factor is from
the electron density effect but not from the nonlinear
gate response.

The ν=−3 is the weakest state and cannot sur-
vive even at the bias current as small as 0.1 μA at
600 mK, which may relate to a transition to a new
broken symmetry phase [9] caused by the Hall elec-
tric field from bias voltage. Kosterlitz–Thouless
transition has been expected in the both ν=±3 and
ν=±5 state, but the stability of these states in our
device are very different [46]. The fact that ν=−8
state is even weaker than ν=−3 state at 7 mK is
unexpected (figure 1(c)). In addition, it is also unex-
pected that ν=−8 state is weaker than ν=−7 and
ν=−9 states. The ν=±8 state only breaks spin or
valley symmetry, so it is supposed to be easier to
develop than the ν=±7 or ν=±9 states.
Figure 3(b) shows the width of the ν=±7, ±8, ±9
plateaus from different sets of measurements, at dif-
ferent magnetic fields and at two different tempera-
tures (7 and 600 mK). It is clear that the ν=±8
state is always stronger than the ν=±7 and
ν=±9 states for all the conditions we have at
600 mK, contrary to the situation at 7 mK, where the
ν=−8 state is the weakest. The anomaly of the
ν=−8 state at ultra-low temperature cannot be
understood with the mechanism of QH breakdown.
Such anomaly implies a possible scenario: a novel
phase such as bosonic excitation competes with the
conventional integer QH ν=−8 state in graphene.
Such a novel phase is recently suggested at the zero

temperature limit with Majorana zero modes in
the ν=8 QH state without involving super-
conductivity [37].

From the observation that the breakdown of QH
states in graphene associates with the electrical field
across the sample, the most possible mechanism for
the breakdown in this device is the coherent many-
electron inter-Landau-level scattering [43].

With the dc bias current, the QH plateaus are
destabilized. As shown in figure 4(a), the x-axis is bias
current normalized by the filling factor, in order to
compare the effect of the electrical field. The elec-
trical field across theHall-bar is equal to the bias volt-
age over the width, which is the product of bias
current Idc and the Hall resistance h/(|ν|e2). The pla-
teau widths in figure 4(a) are almost linear to the
electrical field with almost identical slope. As further
elaborated in figure 4(b), we can determine that the
plateau width strongly depends on the linear term of
the electrical field across the sample, rather than the
square term at the zero field limit. In the coherent
many-electron inter-Landau-level scattering propo-
sal [43], a critical Hall field linear term multiplying
with the electron charge plays an important role by
comparing with the Landau level energy.

The heating effect breakdown mechanism can be
excluded in this device. We tested all the contacts and
pick up the configuration with the lowest noise for this
measurement. Therefore, the breakdown current pro-
vided from this work is only from a given pair of con-
tacts. If the breakdown dominantly originates from
the heating effect, the power from the heating should
scales with ( )s s+ »E E E ,xx x y xx y

2 2 2 which is con-
tracted tofigure 4(b).

The other breakdown mechanisms, including
electro–phonon interaction, delocalization of loca-
lized state and avalanche-type breakdown, are unli-
kely to be responsible for our device. The
mechanism of the electro–phonon interaction is
likely to be excluded because it happens when the
electron drift velocity Ey/B exceeds the sound velo-
city in graphene, which should cause similar break-
down electrical field for all QH states at fixed
magnetic field. The model of delocalization of loca-
lized state due to the Hall field predicts the electrical
field scales with B1.5, which is not observed in our
measurement either. The avalanche-type break-
down involves metastable states with different num-
ber of metallic paths, and hysteresis is expected, but
hysteresis is not clearly observed as well at 600 mK in
our nonlinear transport. There is some small hyster-
esis from gate sweeping at the lowest temperature,
which can be attributed to movement, charging and
discharging of the charge trap in the silicon
substrate.

Finally, the half-widths of the breakdown current
are plotted as a function of ν2 in figure 4(c) and there is
a strong linear dependence among the normal series
ν=−2,−6 and−10. The breakdown currents where
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the plateaus of ν=−6 and ν=−10 shrink to their
half-widths are larger than that of the ν=−2 state.
This observation suggests that although the ν=−2
state’s plateau is stronger than the others, its

persistence at high current bias is not necessary the
best. Therefore, the breakdown current directly mea-
sured at the center of the QH plateau are presented
and discussed in the next section.

Figure 4.The relationship between the electricalfield, breakdown current and thefilling factor, analyzed fromfigure 2. (a)Widths of
QHplateaus are plotted as a function of dc bias current over filling factors (Idc/|ν| for ν=−1,−2,−6 and−10). (b)Upper panel is
|Edc| as a function of plateauwidth, while lower panel is |Edc|

2 as a function of plateauwidth. |Edc|=|Idc|
*Rxy/w is the transverse electric

field, introduced by dc bias current, across the sample. Linearfits of both ν=−2 and−6 and the corresponding adjustedR-square
are shown in thefigure, where the linear relation in the upper panelfits our data better than that of the lower panel. The adjustedR-
square is amodified version ofR-square, which assesses the goodness offits better than the latter. (c)The breakdown current at half-
widths (the bias current when aQHplateauwidth decreases to 50%of its largest width) are plotted as a function of ν2 from ν=−1 to
−10QH states (except for ν=−3, which is tooweak to do the same analysis). The dashed blue line is guide to the eyes. Inset: the
zoom-in for the low Idc(half-width) data. There is no definitive relation for the ν=−1,−4,−5,−7,−8 and−9 states.
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Quantum resistance standard based on the
ν=±6 state

In figure 2, different QH plateaus reduce their widths
differently with bias voltage. In order to directly
evaluate the breakdown current quantitatively at
different QH states, figure 5 is provided. The states
without lifting the spin or valley degeneracy are much
stronger, as expected. However, in term of the break-
down current, there is no significant difference
between the ν=−6 state and the ν=−2 state.

In GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure, the ν=2 state
usually has the strongest energy. The energy gap of the
ν=1 state results from the Zeeman energy, which is
much smaller than the Landau energy in GaAs 2DEG;

the Landau levels higher than 2 will be less stable. In
graphene, ν=±2 state is the first state of the regular
series and is well studied either for the quantum resist-
ance standard or the QH stability [20–24, 30–33, 47].
If the breakdown current in graphene has no sig-
nificant difference between ν=−6 and the ν=−2,
then the resistance metrology based on the ν=±6
state has its advantage on the application. For a given
electron density, the ν=±6 state requires only 1/3 of
themagnetic field of the ν=±2 state, so ν=±6may
be a better state than ν=±2 for practical resistance
definition of routine calibration. However, it is worth
noting that lowermagnetic field results in worse quan-
tization condition and lower resistance, which
requires higher sensitivity of the voltage probes; thus,

Figure 5.The longitudinal resistance as a function of bias current for different QH states. The gate voltages arefixed at the center of the
plateaus from ν=−2 to ν=−6. Inset is the zoom-in plot for theweaker plateaus. The near-zero resistance in this plot is±10 Ω,
around the 0.2% resolution for thatmeasurement, limited by the digitals of the lock-in amplifier and themaximumresistance in the
same sweep.

Figure 6. Shifts of the Fermi energies ofQHplateaus versus half of theHall voltage applied. The Fermi energies ofQHplateaus are
defined as themiddle points ofQHplateaus in theRxx(Vg) curve; the different filling factors are colored as black (ν=−1), red
(ν=−2), green (ν=−6) and blue (ν=−10). TheHall voltage can be obtained fromΔVH=IdcVH,ac/Iac. The Fermi energy shift
versusHall voltage curve of the ν=−10 plateau initially has a negative slope and then the slope becomes positive. Themechanism for
such change needs further investigation. Inset: slopes of the dΔEF/d(ΔVH/2) curves for filling factors ν=−1,−2,−6 and−10.
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further experiments are needed for a comprehensive
comparison between the accuracy of the ν=±6 and
the ν=±2 states in graphene as the new resistance
standard.

Movement of the Fermi energy as a
function ofHallfield

In addition to the breakdown of the QH states, the
application of a large dc bias (or a large Hall voltage,
equivalently) resulted in a shift of the Fermi energy of
each Landau level, which can bemeasured experimen-
tally as the shift of the gate voltage at the middle point
of a quantum Hall plateau. Figure 6 shows the
dependence of the shift of the Fermi energy (ΔEF) on
one half of the Hall voltage (ΔVH/2) in the device for
filling factor ν=−1, −2, −6 and −10. It can be seen
that ΔEF depends almost linearly on ΔVH/2 for
ν=−1,−2,−6, and the slopes tend to decrease with
increasing filling factors (inset of figure 5). Such shifts
of Fermi energies are only observed for filling factor
ν=−1, −2, −6 and −10. Other QH states are
destroyed before the dc bias is large enough to
noticeably shift the Fermi energies (see figure 2). This
is the first time that such shifts of Fermi energies under
large dc bias have been reported in two-dimensional
QH systems. One possible reason for the shift is that a
large Hall voltage effectively tilts the energy landscape
of the sample in the transverse direction, and because
of the small density of state in graphene as compares to
other 2DEG systems, such tilts in energy landscape
result in an effective doping of the sample. Under this
assumption, ΔEF=k*ΔVH/2 is expected, with the
slope k=1 for all the filling factors. However,
experimentally we only observed k∼1 at ν=−1,
and k for other filling factors is smaller than one and
different (inset of figure 6). Furthermore, the k value
for the ν=−10 plateau is initially negative and then
becomes positive. The physical origin of such filling
factor dependent shift of the Fermi energy as a
function of dc bias needs to be pursued by further
experimental and theoretical investigations.

Conclusion

In summary, we have observed a series of fully
symmetry broken QH states in our hBN/Graphene/
hBN device and their stability were studied through
nonlinear transport. By comparing the breakdown
behaviors of the normal series ν=±2, ±6, ±10, we
suggest it is worthwhile to consider the possibility of
using the ν=±6 states in graphene as quantum
resistance standard.
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